We aim to educate
leaders that will
take responsible
decisions in the
complex world.

ONLINE &
SCHOOL BASED
LEARNING

SUMAS
Career-related
Studies (CrS)
BUSINESS & SUSTAINABILITY

DEDICATED TO STUDENTS AND PARENTS

BE THE FIRST ONE TO CREATE YOUR FUTURE CAREER OPTIONS
AND JOIN SUMAS CRS BUSINESS AND SUSTAINABILITY.

Our
History

VISION
The Sustainability Management School hinges upon
three pillars:
Business operations have to integrate environmental
and social responsibility into their practices to face
the challenges of our global societies.

Sustainability Management School is the
first business school in the world to launch
undergraduate and postgraduate programs
in Sustainability Management.
SUMAS’ strong focus on excellence delivers
high

academic

offering

both

standards
theoretical

for

Personal creativity has to be stimulated through
critical thinking in order to develop innovative ideas,
especially in the field of a “greener economy”.
Gender and ethnic diversity should be celebrated. It
has been widely proven that diverse teams are more
effective than monolithic work patterns.

students,

knowledge

and

best sustainable management practices. The
Sustainability

Management

and

intellectually

SUMAS was granted full accreditation in 2016 by
ACBSP, the leading specialized accreditation
association for business education supporting,
celebrating, and rewarding teaching excellence.
Sustainability Management School has become the
first Business School and private academic
institution in Switzerland to achieve a QS 5 Stars
Rating from QS Quacquarelli Symonds, the first
international assessment of its kind.

School

continuously strives to provide the most
advanced

ACCREDITATION &
RANKINGS

challenging

undergraduate and graduate programs to
produce highly qualified leaders for the
future.

OUR CAMPUSES

To ensure the future success of students,
SUMAS

provides

them

with

appropriate

professional and entrepreneurial skills by
networking with corporate partners. SUMAS
also encourages various student initiatives

SUMAS is strategically located in the Milan Fashion
District in Italy and in Switzerland in the Lake
Geneva area in the headquarters of WWF, IUCN and
RAMSAR, Thanks to our network, we are able to
provide schools with projects in collaboration with
these organizations.

in order to develop their personal skills.
The

international,

multi-cultural

learning

SUMAS BACHELORS

environment is crucial to enhance students’
communication skills.

BBA in Sustainability Management
BBA in Sustainable Hospitality Management
BBA in Sustainable Fashion Management
BBA in Sustainable Tourism Management
BBA in Finance and Responsible Investment

Career-related
Studies (CrS)
Since 2016, SUMAS provides IBCP Careerrelated

Studies

in

Business

and

Sustainability recognized by the IBO. The
IB
the

Career-related
values

of

Program

the

international,

IB

incorporates

into

real-world

a

unique,

and

career

focused program that addresses the needs
of students interested in career-related

SUMAS ONLINE LEARNING

UNIVERSITY RECOGNITION

SUMAS online CrS Business & Sustainability is
delivered through distance learning with a variety of
tools: simulations, forums, case studies, video analysis,
live-streaming classes, Q&A sessions, and continuous
work-in-progress that imitates a business environment.

SUMAS CrS Business & Sustainability is valued by
Universities across the world due to its Academic
Strengh,
International
Perspective,
Intercultural
Understanding, Ethical Education, External Validation,
and Development of Research and Writing Skills, all
core attributes of the International Baccalaureate
Career-related Programme. Alumni have been accepted
to top universities such as Universita Bocconi (Milan),
Kings College London, Berklee College of Music, Ecole
Hoteliere
de
Lausanne
and
the
Sustainability
Management School (SUMAS).

SCHOOL BASED LEARNING
SUMAS provides schools with academic services
delivered through an online platform, which ensures
smooth integration into teaching environment and
process.
Our
approachable
procedures
and
technological support, including teacher training and
access to international academic resources, guarantee
effective delivery of the program.

education.
Sustainability

is

becoming

increasingly

SUMAS
SCHOLARSHIP
Upon successful completion of the SUMAS CrS, each
student earns 12 credits that may be applied toward a
bachelor’s degree at SUMAS or another accepting
college or university. Moreover, IBCP SUMAS students
are entitled to the Academic Merit Award of 30%.

important within all kinds of organizations
and in societies at large. SUMAS CrS
Business & Sustainability is academically
challenging

and

designed

for

students

pursuing career-related education during
the last two years of their high-school,
who have a clear vision for their future
career paths. This study program prepares
students

both

professionally

and

academically by stimulating their critical
thinking and creativity.
The programme can be delivered ONLINE
by SUMAS through distance learning with
a variety of tools, as well as SCHOOL
BASED by school teachers under SUMAS
guidance providing the quality assurance.

STUDENT LEARNING
OUTCOMES
Students
will
gain
a
deep
understanding
of
sustainability management within organizations and
will learn how various functional areas can contribute
to creating value for both business and society. More
specifically, by the end of the SUMAS CrS, the
students will be able to:
Discuss the environmental impact of business
operations and identify the underlying activities.
Distinguish responsible management practices in
various business contexts.
Demonstrate a mindset that embraces values of
sustainable development and nature conservation.
Effectively communicate, influence and motivate
others for sustainability.

CURRICULUM DESIGN
The complete Business & Sustainability study plan
consists of 150 applied learning hours of Applied
Component (that is equivalent to Standard Level
subjects within the IB Program) and of 240 guided
learning hours of CrS Subjects in class (equivalent to
one High Level subject within the IB program).
Alongside the Business & Sustainability courses, the
students
participate
in
both
a
Sustainability
Leadership Experience / Camp and an Integrative
Project Experience delivered by SUMAS (online or oncampus) or by the school.

Applied
Component

SUSTAINABILITY
LEADERSHIP
EXPERIENCE / CAMP
During the Applied Component in the first year of
studies,
the
students
have
a
choice
between
Sustainability Leadership Experience delivered online by
SUMAS or by the school Teachers, and between 7-day
Sustainability Leadership Camp organized by SUMAS in
Switzerland or in Italy.

150 applied learning hours, delivered in
school or online.

The Sustainability Leadership Experience / Camp is
designed to introduce the concepts, styles and practices
of leadership. Students will be encouraged to improve a
range of leadership skills as well as to gain knowledge
about personal sustainability. Leadership theories will
be analyzed and applied in real world situations.
Students will develop competencies that are essential to
become responsible managers through role playing and
outdoors activities or team building games.

INTEGRATIVE PROJECT
EXPERIENCE

I was overwhelmed by the welcoming and
caring

environment

privilege

of

that

experiencing

we
with

had

the

SUMAS

Faculty and Students.
Ryan Domenjoz
SUMAS CrS Alumnus 2018

Integrative Project Experience entailes the application
of theoretical knowledge applied to concrete projects.
The students have to choose one of the following three
pathways: Nature Conservation, Sustainable Fashion or
Sustainable Hospitality. While working on the project in
the field, the students have the opportunity to examine
the issues involved, identify various stakeholders and
seek to find solutions to complex problems. The
teaching methodology is predominately interactive
based on role-play activities and in-class discussions of
real cases and video examples.

NATURE CONSERVATION
The Nature Conservation pathway will offer the
opportunity to explore fundamental values for the
preservation of biological diversity. It will give an
opportunity to discuss nature conservation theory and
related problems both orally or through our e-learning
platform. The Nature Conservation pathway will also
include guided visits to local protected areas, such as
Ramsar sites or other important sites around the
world. Students will learn the physical and human
drivers of environmental change, like biodiversity loss,
freshwater depletion and climate change and they will
develop critical thinking and creativity through
learning effective communication of conservation
issues.

SUSTAINABLE FASHION
The Sustainable Fashion pathway provides cutting
edge knowledge about the core issues and challenges
of sustainable fashion and integrates responsible
leadership applied to the fashion sector. Students will
learn the art of sustainable fashion with a creative
focus and a critical awareness that enable them to
become responsible leaders in the industry. Students
will be engaged in hands-on projects that are guided
by academics, consultants and professionals. This
track covers the topic of Sustainable Fashion, from
design, operations and production to green marketing.

SUSTAINABLE HOSPITALITY
Sustainable Hospitality is one of the world’s fastest
growing industries. There is a shift from the
traditional travellers to conscientious guests, in the
hospitality sector. This track provides students with
cutting-edge theories in the field of eco-tourism and
sustainable hospitality to understand how to lead
innovative projects and how to manage people
responsibly. Students will develop leadership and
intercultural skills during the Integrative Project
Experience by being engaged in field trips and visits
to leading hospitality companies under the careful
guidance of experts.

CrS Subjects

SUSTAINABLE INNOVATION
This course provides an introduction to sustainable
innovation with deep concern about the resources,
water, energy, human conditions, as well as the
economic challenges. The subject integrates real
cases in material/product innovation and introduces
the Cradle-to-Cradle principles and eco design. The
individual, company and societal perspectives are
explored. Energy, climate and water are covered in
more detail.

240 guided learning hours, delivered in
school or online.

FUNDAMENTALS OF
SUSTAINABILITY
This subject will provide students with a solid basic
understanding of the main aspects of sustainability
and prepare them for the advanced courses. The
individual, company and societal perspectives are
explored and issues concerning energy, climate and
water are covered in more detail to help students
reach a deeper understanding. Ethics, policy, culture,
population
as
well
as
economic
and
social
implications are explored.

LEADERSHIP

I enjoyed the diversity of the school and
the different topics at hand to learn. The
Teachers

were

very

enthusiastic

and

welcoming which created a great sense of
unity.
Harry Pryke
SUMAS CrS Alumnus 2018

The purpose of this subject is to introduce the
concepts, styles and practices of leadership aimed at
leading, influencing and motivating team members in
the workplace. It will explore how leadership can
directly and indirectly influence human behavior and
organizational efficiency in uncertain environments.
Students will be encouraged to develop and improve
a
range
of
leadership
competencies
and
methodologies through reviewing and analyzing the
foremost leadership theories and apply them in realworld situations.

ECO-CLUB
SUMAS IBCP students automatically get access to
SUMAS ECO-club with a set of benefits designed for
our members. As a Club Members, students get our
support to create, develop and implement projects
that increase sustainability at their school and in the
local community. The aim of this club is to support
and empower the students with content, skills and
ideas.

EXPLORE. UNDERSTAND.
ENGAGE.

THE FUTURE IS IN YOUR HANDS.

CONTACT US
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